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Abstract
Silicon heterojunction (SHJ) solar cell technology is an attractive
technology for large-scale production of solar cells with a high
conversion efficiency beyond 24%. One key element of SHJ solar cells,
contrasting with today’s widespread passivated emitter and rear
contact (PERC) cell technology, is the use of transparent conductive
oxide (TCO), which poses challenges in performance and costs but also
presents opportunities. This paper discusses these aspects and shows
the potential for improving cell efficiency at reduced cost by using new
TCOs deposited by direct current (DC) sputtering. In the case of rearjunction SHJ cells, it is possible to reduce, or even avoid, indium usage in
such TCOs, with aluminium-doped zinc oxide (AZO) being one possible
substitute for indium-oxide-based TCOs. The availability of highperformance TCOs for large-scale mass production, which will encourage
the market penetration of SHJ cells, is summarized.

Introduction
Silicon solar cells based on passivated emitter and
rear contact (PERC) technology have reached multigigawatt levels in mass production, with conversion
efficiencies (CEs) of 22% and now approaching 23%. For
even higher CEs, passivated contacts are considered
to be the next generation of cell technology. Here,
silicon heterojunction (SHJ) technology is a promising
candidate and is racing out of the starting gate, with
a CE of 23–24% having already been demonstrated on
full-size wafers, not only in pilot lines but also in largescale production [1]. While it was Panasonic (formerly
Sanyo) who pioneered this technology, various players
worldwide have in the meantime been building up
their own production lines, such as ENEL Green
Energy and Hevel Solar in Europe, and REC, Jinergy,
GS-Solar and various others in Asia.
The major benefits of SHJ technology were
discussed in a recent article by Ballif et al. [2].
Besides the high CE, a key advantage of SHJ is
the lean production sequence, with only four
main steps required for processing both sides
symmetrically:
1. Wet-cleaning and texturing of wafers.
2. a-Si:H deposition by plasma-enhanced chemical
vapour deposition (PECVD).
3. Deposition of transparent conductive oxide
(TCO) layers by physical vapour deposition (PVD,
usually sputtering).
4. Screen printing of silver grids.
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Because of the low-temperature (<200°C)
processes and the symmetrical device stack,
stress-induced wafer bending and cracking can be
avoided, which means thin wafers can be utilized,
thus saving material costs and energy. The SHJ
stack occurs naturally in a bifacial cell design;
moreover, SHJ cells have the lowest temperature
coefficient in the field, typically –0.28%/°C. The
combination of bifaciality and low temperature
coefficient increases the energy yield of a PV
system.
On the other hand, some of the factors limiting
a rapid increase in the uptake of SHJ technology
are the relatively high equipment costs, mostly
for PECVD (but also for PVD), and the adapted
cell contacting for module manufacturing (no
standard high-temperature soldering). More Ag
paste is needed than for standard Si cells, because
of the low-temperature curing, yielding lowerconductivity fingers; this, however, depends
on the interconnection approach, specifically
whether or not busbars are used. Finally, and
discussed in more detail in this paper, targets
for sputtering the TCO layers on both sides are
required, which are costly for the materials that
are usually employed.
Indium oxide (In2O3) doped with tin (Sn), referred
to as ITO, is currently the most commonly used
TCO [3–5]. This transparent conductive oxide is
well known from the mass production of flat-panel
displays (FPD) and exhibits suitable opto-electronic
properties, such as low resistivity of thin layers
and sufficient transparency in the visible range.
An important consideration for FPD production,
ITO can be processed by photolithography, as it is
etchable (in the as-deposited state) and is long-term
stable after solid-phase crystallization upon thermal
annealing at 150–200°C. Generally, ITO is deposited
by direct current (DC) magnetron sputtering on
large areas. Even though DC sputtering initially
causes some damage of the silicon surface
passivation, this is fully annealed at temperatures
of around 200°C, which is reached either during
sputtering or later during curing of the Ag paste
after screen printing.
In contrast to FPDs, TCO has to fulfil additional
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requirements when applied to the front side of
SHJ cells, namely an excellent transparency in
the wider wavelength range 300–1,100nm. Fig.
1 shows the absorption spectra of various TCO
layers, demonstrating the differences in parasitic
absorption in the short- and long-wavelength
regimes. Besides this low absorption, low contact
resistances with both the n- and p-doped silicon
layers, as well as with the metal grid, are mandatory
for the TCO layers on both sides.
Last, but not least, the cost constraints of solar
cells are extremely stringent, and, to envision PV on
a terawatt scale, it is essential to reduce (or better
still, avoid) the use of critical or scarce materials,
such as indium (In). The latter aspect, however,
is still difficult to address, as most device-quality
TCOs contain indium. One option is to decrease
the thickness of such TCOs, which then requires a
second layer to be deposited in order to maintain
ideal optical (anti-reflective) performance. This, in
turn, increases the number of process steps and,
hence, the process complexity and costs.
For the replacement of indium in TCOs, on the
other hand, aluminium-doped zinc oxide (AZO) is
one of the very few alternative candidates which
is considered. As will be discussed in this paper,
although this option is an attractive, low-cost and
abundant alternative, one has to cope with lower
conductivity and poor long-term stability.
This paper addresses the optimization of TCO
for incorporation in SHJ solar cells. A metric
is presented for evaluating and benchmarking
different TCOs with regard to their suitability for
application in SHJ cells. To reduce the optical loss
in the front TCO, the use of materials with a high
transparency is mandatory. A high charge-carrier
mobility, typically >100cm2/Vs, allows a reduction
in carrier density (at constant resistivity), thereby
reducing the optical loss due to free-carrier
absorption (FCA).
Various ‘high-mobility’ TCO materials based on
indium oxide with different dopings have been
investigated in the past [6–13]. All of these exhibit
excellent properties as TCO layers on glass and most
of them a high CE as well. Target manufacturing,
however, is difficult and the costs are high for many
of these materials.
New TCOs that can be processed in large-scale
production from rotatable targets are now available,
yielding high mobility and producing SHJ cells
with high CE. The circumstances under which AZO
as an indium-free and low-cost alternative can be
implemented in high-efficiency SHJ cells will be
discussed later. A cost comparison of In-based and
ZnO-based targets will also be presented.

TCO for SHJ solar cells
In the past, several TCO materials have been
investigated for use in SHJ solar cells. Important
requirements for this implementation are
88
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Figure 1. Optical absorption spectra for various types of TCO layer of thickness
100±10nm on glass substrate for implementation in SHJ cells.

high conductivity and high transparency, with
processing temperatures below 200°C (because
of the sensitivity of thin-film silicon passivation
layers), as well as good contact formation with the
neighbouring layers [14].
Among some of the relevant TCOs, polycrystalline
Sn-doped In2O3 (ITO) grown at temperatures below
200°C, which reaches electron mobility (µe) around
40cm2/Vs [3–5], has found wide application in SHJ
solar cells. In-based TCOs doped with other metals,
such as titanium (Ti) [15,16], zirconium (Zr) [6,12,13],
molybdenum (Mo) [15,17–19] and tungsten (W) [10,11],
yield µe values greater than 80cm2/Vs at a chargecarrier density (ne) ranging from 1×1020 to 3×1020cm-3.
These layers can be deposited via magnetron
sputtering, pulsed laser deposition (PLD), and ion
plating with DC arc discharge or reactive plasma
deposition (RPD). Out of these, sputtering is the
most established method for mass production.
An even higher mobility of µe >100cm2/Vs can be
achieved for solid-phase crystallized (SPC) hydrogen
(H)-doped In2O3 (IOH) [6–9] and cerium (Ce) ICeO:H
[7] films with 1×1020 < ne < 3×1020cm-3. These films are
deposited at low temperatures in an amorphous
matrix and subsequently annealed at temperatures
above 150°C, which results in high µe values because
of the formation of large grains.
The TCOs introduced above are attractive because
of their outstanding opto-electrical performance, but
to date mainly ITO and IWO:H have found their way
into industrial production. The scarcity of indium,
however, is a motivation for the implementation of
alternative TCOs. AZO offers the advantage of having
more abundant composite materials. AZO layers
with a thickness of several hundred nanometres,

“To envision PV on a terawatt scale, it is essential to
reduce the use of critical or scarce materials, such as
indium.”
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TCO

Sheet resistance

Sheet resistance

Electron mobility

Carrier concentration

range

R @ t=75nm [Ω]

µe [cm2/Vs]

ne [1020cm-3]

▫

40–70

80–120

1.5–2.0

▫

70–190

30–60

1.5–2.0

170–370

15–25

1.5–2.0

▫

ITiO, IOH, ICeO:H, IWO:H

Low-R

ITO, IZO

Mid-R

AZO

High-R

▫

Table 1. Comparison of the electrical properties of different TCOs.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Schematic cross-sectional views of rear-junction silicon heterojunction (SHJ) solar cells: (a) bifacial cell design; (b) monofacial cell design,
with the series resistance (Rs) components shown.

sputtered at elevated temperatures >250°C, yield good
opto-electronic properties [20] and also stability [21].
Thin layers of thickness less than 100nm deposited
at temperatures below 200°C, as required for SHJ
cells, in contrast exhibit a poor crystal structure,
consequently resulting in low mobility values around
20cm2/Vs and poor long-term stability [22]. Improved
stability for SHJ solar cells, however, has been shown
by applying an amorphous silicon oxide (a-SiO2)
capping [23].
As indicated by the µe values obtained, and
depending on processing conditions, the different
TCOs demonstrate a wide range of electron mobilities.
The TCO sheet resistance (R ) ranges can be classified
▫
as shown in Table 1. Here, a carrier concentration range
1.5×1020 < ne < 2.0×1020cm-3 is considered: this represents
a good compromise for achieving low FCA, good
electrical conductivity and good contact formation
with neighbouring layers, and a 75nm TCO thickness
for anti-reflective properties.
The symmetry in SHJ cell processing and the
usage of (n-type) wafers with very high carrier
lifetimes allows one to freely choose which contact
(n or p) faces the front. The position of the p contact
(junction) has an impact on the optimization of the
front TCO for obtaining both high transparency
and low series resistance Rs of the cell [24–27]. To
demonstrate this, Fig. 2 shows schematic cross
sections of bifacial and monofacial SHJ solar cells in a
rear-junction configuration with all Rs contributions
indicated. A detailed analysis of Rs components and

of their contributions in SHJ solar cells can be found
in Basset et al. [25] and Wang et al. [28]. The high
conductivity, i.e. density and mobility, of electrons
in the c-Si wafer, along with the very low contact
resistance of the n/TCO contact, favours the choice of
the n contact being on the front (‘rear junction’), as the
lateral current transport is significantly supported by
the wafer. This relaxes the conductivity requirement
of the TCO (sheet resistance), thus allowing an
optimization towards highest transparency.
To illustrate the effect of the above-mentioned
freedom in cell design, Fig. 3 presents simulated
Rs curves together with experimental values
extracted from solar cells, with an ITO process
variation as a function of the front-TCO sheet
resistance. The experimental values validate the
trends of the model [27]. As can clearly be seen,
the rear-junction design offers an advantage for
high-resistive TCOs by benefiting from the lateral
support in electron conduction in the Si wafer.
The front-junction design, on the other hand, is
more favourable for low-resistivity TCO layers;
this design takes advantage of the lower transversal
Rs contribution, since electrons, having higher
mobility than holes, travel to the rear of the wafer
(with photogeneration mainly occurring close to
the front side). The trade-off between the lateral
and transversal Rs contributions will determine
which solar cell design is most suitable, depending
on the available TCO sheet resistance.
The R ranges for different TCOs reported in the

▫
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literature and as defined in Table 1 are shown in Fig.
3 with the corresponding colour shading. TCOs with
low R (red) are more beneficial when implemented in
▫
a front-junction device, while TCOs with mid-range
R (blue) are in a transitional region where the Rs
▫
difference between front-junction and rear-junction
devices is fairly small. In contrast, TCOs with high R
▫
(grey) are clearly advantageous when implemented
in a rear-junction design; this is favourable for AZO,
for example, with it being highly transparent but not
very conductive, yet still producing the same SHJ
cell efficiency >23% as the ITO reference cell [23]. At
the Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin, SHJ solar cells with
both ITO- and AZO-based front TCO have achieved a
certified CE above 23.5% [29].
Another approach that takes advantage of the
wafer lateral transport support, demonstrated by
some research groups [27,30] and in pilot production
[31], is to implement thinner TCOs, which reduces
parasitic absorption, thus maintaining or improving
solar cell CE. The implementation of a thinner TCO
layer, however, requires a second layer on top – for
example, SiO2 or Si3N4 – to maintain the antireflection (AR) optimum [32–34].
To accurately quantify the optical performance
of different TCOs when implemented in the cell
stack, i.e. determine the specific loss in short-circuit
current density (Jsc), simulations with a ray-tracing
software tool (GenPro4 [35]) were carried out.
Taking into account the TCO-related power loss in
the cell due to both an increase in Rs and a decrease
in Jsc, different TCO materials were benchmarked, as
shown in Fig. 4. For this purpose, a reference solar
cell with CE = 23.3% was considered, without TCOrelated losses in Jsc and Rs (FF). IOH, ITO and AZO
were studied as examples of the low-R , mid-R and
▫
▫
high-R regimes respectively.
▫
Implementations of both standard 75nm-thick
(‘thick’) and optically optimized thinner (‘thin’)
TCOs were studied. For a fair comparison (i.e. to stay
in the AR optimum in every case), all cells (with
‘thick’ and ‘thin’ TCOs) were finished with an a-SiO2
capping layer. The contact resistivities at the TCO/
Ag and TCO/Si interfaces were assumed to be (low
and) equal for all three TCOs, which, of course, is
a simplification. This will be discussed later and
is presented in Haschke et al. [36]. Further details
of the optimized layer thicknesses and simulation
results can be found in Cruz et al. [27].
The graphs in Fig. 4 show the TCO-related power
loss due to a decrease in Jsc and to an increase in
Rs, for rear-junction (Fig. 4(a)) and front-junction
(Fig. 4(b)) devices. Clearly, the IOH outperforms
the other two TCOs because of its outstanding
opto-electronic properties in both cases. In Fig.
4(a), showing the thick ITO and AZO, the materials
compensate their CE losses, since the lowerconductivity AZO shows lower parasitic absorption
than the ITO. When this is compared with the
thinner versions of TCOs, it can be observed that
the CE loss slightly decreases as a result of reduced
90
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TCO parasitic absorption. The ITO clearly benefits
more from this thinning, because of its comparably
higher parasitic absorption, ultimately leading to
a slightly better CE than with AZO. This shows
that thinner TCOs with improved optics can be
implemented in a rear-junction configuration and
will be beneficial in terms of CE.
In contrast, looking at the front-junction design
in Fig 4(b), it can be seen that the high-conductivity
IOH will not suffer from the lower lateral transport
contribution by the wafer. The lower-conductivity
ITO and AZO, however, increase the resistive losses.
Decreasing the thickness of the ITO does not lead to
a CE advantage, whereas in the case of the AZO it is
clearly disadvantageous. It can be concluded that a
high-conductivity TCO, here IOH in the example, can
be implemented on both rear- and front-junction solar
cell configurations without major differences in CE
losses. Lower-conductivity TCOs – such as ITO and
AZO – will suffer from the higher lateral Rs present in
the front-junction configuration. Thinning the TCO
on rear-junction solar cells is advantageous if the TCO
exceeds a certain absorption threshold, even for a TCO
with low conductivity, here AZO in the example. In
a front-junction design, the thinning will only bring
small benefits, or may even be disadvantageous for
lower-conductivity TCOs such as AZO.

Performance of industrial highmobility TCOs
In order to test high-mobility TCOs sputtered at
a high rate by DC sputtering from tube targets, as

“SHJ solar cells with both ITO- and AZO-based front
TCO have achieved a certified CE above 23.5%.”

Figure 3. Series resistance versus front-TCO sheet resistance for front- and rear-junction
SHJ solar cells. The curves represent simulated results, while the boxes indicate results
for measured cells with an ITO variation.
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(a)

(b)

J

R

Figure 4. Current-density-related power loss (Ploss ) and series-resistance-related power loss (Ploss ) for (a) rear-junction and (b) front-junction
SHJ cells. Conversion efficiency (CE) loss values are indicated by the dashed lines; these losses are relative to a reference solar cell with 23.3% CE,
represented by the purple diamond at (0,0). The filled symbols represent 75nm-thick TCOs (standard) but with an anti-reflection coating (ARC) on
top, while the open symbols represent thinner (optimized) TCO layers, also with an ARC.

performed in large-scale mass production, different
materials were used for the front TCO in bifacial
rear-junction SHJ solar cells. Two types of highmobility TCO were tested, namely titanium-doped
indium oxide (ITiO) and indium oxide with an
undisclosed doping type (‘Y’). Additionally, ITO with
various doping concentrations was tested, namely
containing 97% indium oxide and 3% tin oxide in
the target (‘97/3’) and ITO 99/1. As the reference
material, ITO 97/3 was implemented on the rear side
of all cells. A group of cells with ITO 95/5 on both
front and rear sides was also included.
Corresponding test layers on glass revealed
TCO sheet resistances in the range 36–136Ω after
deposition and annealing for 30 min at 200°C under
ambient conditions, which is comparable to the
curing carried out after screen printing. This is a
suitable range for the implementation as the front
contact in rear-junction SHJ solar cells, as discussed
earlier (see Fig. 3). It must be taken into account,
however, that TCO layers deposited on glass might
exhibit properties (carrier mobility) different from
those when the layers are deposited on silicon, as
required for solar cells. This has been attributed
to two effects [29]: (1) different crystal nucleation
and, hence, grain structure; (2) different hydrogen
content which diffuses from the silicon layer into
the TCO.
The ITiO and Y layers exhibit high mobilities of
up to 90cm2/Vs, but with different charge-carrier
densities, namely 2×1020cm-3 and ~0.8×1020cm-3
respectively. For ITO97/3 and ITO99/1 films, lower
mobility values, of around 60 and 70cm2/Vs at
charge-carrier densities of 2.7×1020cm-3 and 1.8×1020cm-3
respectively, were measured. As a result of the very
low charge-carrier density, the Y films showed the

lowest parasitic absorption in the near-infrared
region (see Fig. 1), which makes this material the
most promising for achieving the highest Jsc and,
possibly, the highest CE in solar cells.
The I–V parameters of each of the test groups
are shown in Fig. 5. All cells exhibit comparable
open-circuit voltages (Voc), with medians in the
narrow range of 737–738mV. This confirms that the
passivation did not degrade because of different
sputter damage. As expected, the solar cells with highmobility TCOs yielded the highest Jsc values, with
medians of 39.0mA/cm2 and 39.2mA/cm2 for ITiO and
Y respectively. This is up to 0.5mA/cm2 higher than
that achieved with the reference ITO97/3.
Despite the high Jsc and good Voc values, however,
the cells with a Y-front contact did not produce
the highest efficiencies. The highest median CE of
22.9% was actually obtained for ITO99/1, while the
highest value of CE of 23.3% was measured for a cell
with ITiO. The lower CE in the case of the Y samples
results from the lower median FF of only around
77%, which is due to a value of Rs that is considerably
higher; in fact, the cells with a Y-front contact
yield the highest median Rs values of 1.3–1.6Ωcm2.
In contrast, the median Rs value is 0.9Ωcm2 for the
ITO99/1 cells, resulting in a significantly higher
median FF of 79.5%.

Importance of low contact resistance
The high series resistance of the cells with (low
carrier density and) high-mobility TCO is in
fact an aspect which needs to be tackled. More
precisely, the two main components of Rs here
are the contact resistance of the TCOs with the
n- and p-doped silicon contact layers, which
have been investigated in detail in the literature
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(a)

(b)

2

Figure 5. I–V parameters of 4cm -sized bifacial SHJ solar cells with various front TCOs and ITO 97/3 on the rear side. ITO 95/5, DC sputtered from a
tube target at HZB, was included as a reference.

[37–40]. In the case of n-doped c-Si-based solar
cells, the contact resistance of the TCO with the
n-doped Si layers can be characterized by various,
relatively simple, techniques, such as the Cox and
Strack [41] or transmission-line [42] methods. The
contact resistance of the TCO with the p-doped
Si layer (TCO/p), in contrast, is more difficult to
access, because a junction is formed. As shown by
Basset et al. [21] and Wang et al. [24], for example,
a simple method for extracting the value of
the Rs component is to derive all the accessible
components of Rs, and the remaining value is then
concluded to be the TCO/p contact resistance.
The contact resistivity ρc depends on the detailed
band alignment and band bending, as well as on the
interface defect states; hence, several parameters
are important, specifically the activation energy of
the doped Si layer and the charge-carrier density,
but also the work function difference between both
materials. Procel et al. [38] showed that ρc is minimal
when the doped layers exhibit low activation energy
values, such as those obtained with nanocrystalline
silicon layers instead of amorphous layers.
Moreover, the charge-carrier density of the TCO
should be well above 1×1020cm-3; this is particularly
important for the TCO/p contact, for which
efficient recombination of hole and electrons at the
contact is essential. With regard to the selection
and optimization of TCO layers, this entails finding
an optimum for ne, which must be high enough to
achieve sufficiently low ρc values, but, at the same
time, must be as low as possible in order to limit
parasitic absorption (FCA).
In a more recent experiment, a Y layer with a
higher carrier density was selected; Fig. 8 shows the
properties available by tuning the process. Indeed,
for the adapted TCO, the cell FF recovered, but at
the cost of a small decrease in Jsc because of the
92
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additional FCA. Overall, CE still increased up to a
similar level to that found for the best groups in Fig.
5, which demonstrates the importance of careful
tuning of the layer and interface properties.

Industrial aspects: target costs
The common types of TCO target used in the
crystalline silicon PV industry are rotatable targets,
which are cylindric shells of the TCO material bonded
on a backing tube made of metal. The longer the tube,
the more shells must be used for the tube target. The
reason why the industry prefers this type of target
for sputtering of TCOs is the much higher utilization
rate of the TCO target material than that for planar
types of TCO target. The utilization rate of the target
material achievable with a rotatable target is usually
≥80%; this is of particular interest in the case where
TCO materials are expensive, such as indium-based
TCOs. As regards TCOs in the crystalline silicon PV
industry, indium-based TCOs are dominant owing
to their excellent layer properties (as was also shown
earlier). Nevertheless, some market players are also
offering zinc-based TCOs for the same purpose.
Indeed, there are advantages and disadvantages
for using zinc-based TCOs. One advantage is the
lower cost of a zinc-based tube target of dimensions
identical to those of an indium-based target, whereas
the lower conductivity of zinc presents some
constraints in solar cell design, as discussed earlier
and visualized in Fig. 3.
Fig. 6 shows the specific target cost per cm3 of
tube targets for zinc-based TCOs and indium-based
TCOs; note that the cost of the backing tube is

“The high series resistance of the cells with (low
carrier density and) high-mobility TCO is an aspect
which needs to be tackled.”
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should be representative cost values for solar cell
producers with several hundreds of yearly tube
targets demand.
A comparison of the lowest value in both groups
reveals that Zn-based TCOs (target cost ~$0.6/
cm3) can be around a quarter the price of In-based
TCOs (target cost ~$2.6/cm3). It should be pointed
out, however, that these data points are a snapshot
of the present situation and will soon probably
become obsolete, depending on the volatility of the
stock market with regard to feedstock material, in
particular indium.

Industrial aspects: TCO mass
production

3

Figure 6. Specific target cost per cm of target material for indium-based and zinc-based
TCOs.

“Zn-based TCOs can be around a quarter the price of
In-based TCOs.”
excluded from the target cost. The data points were
collected from target suppliers all around the world.
The smaller number of data points for zinc-based
TCOs can be attributed to the lack of interest for
that material shown by the crystalline silicon PV
industry so far.
Some scattering in target cost exists because
of the different materials within the zinc group
and within the indium group, or because of
different suppliers. The data points denoting
higher target cost in both groups can be explained
by less common compositions and/or costly
manufacturing processes and/or high margins. The
lower-cost data points observed in both groups

Besides the desire to implement indium-free TCOs
with the aim of improving operational expenditure
(OPEX), it is in the best interest to have a highvolume manufacturing sputtering tool which can
produce a high-quality TCO coating at a low cost.
Fig. 7 shows the highly productive XEA|nova L
sputtering system from VON ARDENNE, which can
deposit TCO layers at a throughput of 8,000 M6
wafers per hour in the basic version, and at an even
higher throughput by using upgrade packages.
During 2019 the XEA|nova equipment became part
of an industrial manufacturing line reaching top cell
efficiencies of above 24% using TCO films similar to
the ones investigated here.
In order to achieve a high throughput, the
deposition rate of the TCO layers must be high,
which can be realized by applying a high DC power
to the tube target. However, the TCO properties
still have to be maintained when TCO is prepared
at higher power densities. Fig. 8 shows the electron
mobilities and charge-carrier densities of TCO films,
sputtered at 4kW and 8kW from ceramic tube targets
of TCO type ‘Y’. High mobilities of around 80cm2/
Vs could be achieved at a power level of 4kW after

Figure 7. Example of TCO mass-production equipment: VON ARDENNE’s XEA|nova L.
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deposition. An increase of the sputtering power to
8kW reduces the maximum mobility by a maximum
of 10%. It is interesting that the mobilities could be
further increased, up to 100cm2/Vs, by annealing the
films for 30 min at 200°C, as shown in Fig. 8.

Conclusions
SHJ solar cell technology has demonstrated to be an
important player on the way to increasing its share
in large-scale production. This is because of the very
high conversion efficiencies achieved and the lean
production process.
Regarding the role of TCOs, three aspects still
need to be addressed to boost SHJ technology’s
prospects of making additional inroads into the
solar cell industry:
1.

94

Further improve cell performance. This
can be achieved by the implementation of
high-mobility TCOs which are suitable for mass
production. It was shown that high-mobility
TCOs can be sputtered at high throughputs,
and these TCOs were tested in SHJ solar cells.
Although the CE of such SHJ cells is high, it still
lags behind that of reference cells with the best
ITO front TCO, despite a lower absorption and
higher mobility This is attributed to an increased
contact resistivity of the TCOs with the n- and/
or p-doped silicon contacts. Fine-tuning of the
TCO and the implementation of contacting
layers and/or interface optimization will need to
be addressed in order to further reduce resistive
losses at these interfaces and, thereby, reap the
full benefits of the superior TCO properties.

2.

Reduce usage of scarce (and expensive)
materials, particularly indium. An
attractive option for realizing a saving in
material cost is to decrease the TCO thickness;
this is even more attractive with costly highconductivity (high-mobility) TCOs. However,
another process step is needed to deposit a
second, anti-reflective (capping), layer (ARC)
on top of the TCO in order to reduce reflection
losses. Alternatively, as shown in this paper,
lower-conductivity TCOs (AZO in the example
given) can be implemented in rear-junction
solar cells without compromising on CE. This
gains relevance where cost is concerned: in
the analysis presented, ZnO-based targets
demonstrate lower cost at $0.6/cm3 for target
material, compared with $2.6/cm3 for In-based
targets. The limited stability of AZO can be
dealt with by, for example, capping it with a
dielectric layer (a-SiO2 or a-SiNx).

3.

Reduce PVD equipment costs. Scaling and
increasing the throughput of TCO production
lines is the way to go, with DC sputtering being
ready for high-throughput production of highperformance TCOs.

www.pv-tech.org

Figure 8. Electrical properties of TCO layers sputtered at 4kW and 8kW from ceramic
tube targets of TCO type ‘Y’, in the as-deposited state and after annealing for 30 min at
200°C in ambient conditions.
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